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Third-tier Shrewsbury hold Liverpool

SHREWSBURY: Premier League leaders Liverpool
were given a huge scare by third-tier Shrewsbury Town
as they squandered a two-goal lead to draw 2-2 away
in a pulsating FA Cup fourth round tie yesterday.

A much-changed Liverpool appeared to be cruising
into the fifth round for the first time since Juergen
Klopp took over in 2015, but Shrewsbury substitute
Jason Cummins had the compact New Meadow stadi-
um rocking with a memorable brace.

First he coolly tucked away a 65th-minute penalty
and then he outpaced Liverpool’s nervy back four to
beat Adrian with a cool right-foot finish from the edge of
the area. Liverpool, who have been untouchable in the
Premier League this season making a first title for 30
years almost inevitable, took the lead through teenager
Curtis Jones after 15 minutes. The seven-time Cup win-
ners doubled their lead 28 seconds after halftime when
Shrewsbury’s Donald Love scored an own goal.

But European and world club champion Liverpool

lost concentration and were punished as Shrewsbury
roared back to set up a thrilling climax and earn a
replay at Anfield.

Earlier, Manchester United put a torrid week behind
them by thrashing third-tier Tranmere 6-0 as holders
Manchester City also cruised into the FA Cup fifth
round with a 4-0 win over Fulham yesterday.

United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer was badly in need
of a convincing performance after 2-0 defeats to
Liverpool and Burnley in the Premier League over the
past seven days. Many tipped the Red Devils to get
bogged down on a sandy surface at Prenton Park, but a
flying start thanks to a host of unlikely goalscorers
ensured there was no chance of an upset.

Captain Harry Maguire led by example by striding
forward to smash home his first goal for the club since
an £80 million ($105 million) move from Leicester.

Diogo Dalot then also grabbed his first United goal
before Jesse Lingard curled home for just a second

time in a year for club and country inside 16 minutes.
Phil Jones then nodded home his first United effort

since 2014 and Anthony Martial’s deflected strike made
it five before the break. Solskjaer could then afford the
luxury of resting Martial, Maguire and Nemanja Matic
for most of the second half ahead of Wednesday’s
attempt to overturn a 3-1 first leg deficit against City in
the League Cup semi-finals. Tahith Chong was one of
those introduced and he was brought down by
Tranmere goalkeeper Scott Davies, allowing Mason
Greenwood to score United’s sixth from the penalty
spot. City manager Pep Guardiola hopes more fans
show up at the Etihad Stadium for the derby in mid-
week after questioning why there were 15,000 empty
seats for his side’s stroll past Fulham. Nearly 40,000
were in attendance to see Tim Ream’s sixth-minute red
card give the Championship side a mountain to climb
after he hauled down Gabriel Jesus inside the box.

Ilkay Gundogan converted the resulting penalty

before Bernardo Silva’s smart turn and shot quickly
doubled City’s advantage. The visitors then held out for
nearly an hour but two headers in three minutes from
Jesus gave the scoreline a more accurate reflection of
the English champions’ dominance.

“Hopefully more people can come than today, hope-
fully (they) can support us more,” said Guardiola. “I
don’t know the reason why, but it was not full.”

Guardiola’s men have now won 17 domestic cup ties
in a row. The Catalan is relying on more cup success for
silverware this season after conceding the Premier
League title is beyond his side with Liverpool 16 points
clear at the top of the table. “Liverpool are just fantas-
tic, phenomenal, overwhelming. So we have to accept it
and learn from that,” Guardiola said on the eve of the
game. Jurgen Klopp showed Liverpool’s focus is very
much on the title as he made 11 changes to the side that
won at Wolves on Thursday for the trip to League One
Shrewsbury Town later. — Agencies

BIRMINGHAM: Shrewsbury Town’s Grenadian defender Aaron Pierre (L) shoots past Liverpool’s Welsh midfielder Neco Williams (R) during the English FA Cup fourth round football match between between Shrewsbury Town and Liverpool
at the Montgomery Waters Meadow Stadium in Shrewsbury, north-west of Birmingham in England yesterday. — AFP

Man Utd, Man City cruise into FA Cup fifth round

MELBOURNE: Roger Federer flicked a
switch after losing the opening set to crush
Marton Fucsovics and book a record 15th
Australian Open quarter-final yesterday,
with unheralded American Tennys Sandgren
his next hurdle.

The Swiss master took time to work out
the Hungarian but when he did it was one-
way traffic, romping to a 4-6, 6-1, 6-2, 6-2
victory on Rod Laver Arena to edge closer
to a seventh Melbourne title and 21st Grand
Slam crown.

Awaiting him in the last eight on Tuesday
is the 100th-ranked Sandgren, who upset
12th-seeded Italian Fabio Fognini over four
intense sets. “I think it’s good for me to
know that I can put streaks like this togeth-
er,” said Federer, who won seven games in a
row straddling the second and third sets.

“I think in any tournament I played very
well, I had those streaks happening at some
point,” said Federer, who is into a record

15th Melbourne quarter-final, surpassing
John Newcombe’s 14.

It will be also be his 57th appearance in
the last eight at Grand Slams. No one else is
close, with Novak Djokovic next in line on
46. “It was nice especially off the (John)
Millman match, after losing the first set
(against Fucsovics), that I had that in me, at
the end I was able to control things. So that
was nice.”

The ageless Federer was pushed to a
gruelling five sets by Millman in round
three, but showed no signs of tiredness
against Fucsovics despite being 38.
Sandgren, a devout Christian, achieved his
best Grand Slam result at Melbourne Park
by reaching the last eight in 2018, but it was
overshadowed by a row over his political
views and links to right-wing activists.

He has put the controversy behind him
and shown battling qualities to make the
last eight again, and said he was relishing

the chance to play an all-time great. “It will
be very special, very special. To play him on
a big stage like quarters of a Slam would be
a ton of fun really,” he said. 

The pair have never met before, as
Federer noted: “I’ve played a lot of tennis in
my life but never against Tennys.” I watched
quite a little bit today against Fognini
because it was exciting, it was close,” he
added. “It was impressive how he was com-
peting. I’m looking forward to a tough one.”

Both Federer and Fucsovics took time to
feel each other out and it went with serve to
3-3 before the Hungarian grabbed the first
break on the back of some high quality
service returns. The unheralded 27-year-
old, ranked 67, looked composed, with his
power and aggressive forehand unsettling
Federer and he held his nerve to grab the
set — the first he had ever taken off the
Swiss. Undaunted, Federer kept has cool,
started to find Fucsovic’s weaknesses and
dictate the points, earning a break to go 2-
0 ahead in the second set. He didn’t let up
as the Hungarian struggled to stay in touch,
broken again as the tide turned and normal
business resumed for the Swiss great.

Fucsovics, who was attempting to

become the first player from his country to
make the Melbourne quarters, was shell-
shocked as Federer turned on the style. He
raced to a double break lead in the third with
some brilliant passing shots and there was no
way back for a player who came into the

match in decent form, winning his three pre-
vious matches without dropping a set.
Federer, who could face Djokovic in the
semi-finals if he gets past Sandgren, wrapped
it up in 2hrs 11mins, almost two hours less
than his epic against Millman. — AFP

Federer roars into record 15th
Australian Open quarter-final

MELBOURNE: Switzerland’s Roger Federer hits a return against Hungary’s Marton
Fucsovics during their men’s singles match on day seven of the Australian Open tennis
tournament in Melbourne yesterday. — AFP


